Six Sigma is a means that can be used to improve quality by decreasing product defects. Many organizations have succeeded in applying Six Sigma, such as Motorola, General Electric and Allied Signal. To achieve Six Sigma, a process must reduce no more than 3.4 defects per million opportunities.
INTRODUCTION
Today the most important thing for the organization is how to make the organization still exists and successes. The answer basically depends on product quality. There are many factors that affect quality, such as customer opinion, employee performance, financial performance, and production process. To meet customer satisfactions, quality should be free but is not given. So, it needs effort from every party in organizations.
There are some measurement methods that can be used to measure quality. The new one is Six Sigma. Six Sigma was used by Motorola, General Electric and Allied Signal. They succeeded to apply Six Sigma in improving quality. Six Sigma makes the company possible to decrease defect products, delivery time and other activities that make customer satisfaction decrease.
WHAT IS SIX SIGMA
General Electric gives definition for Six Sigma as a highly disciplined process that helps company focus on developing and delivering near-perfect products and services. The central idea behind Six Sigma is that if you can measure how many defects you have in process, you can systematically figure out how to eliminate them and get a close to zero defects as possible. To achieve six sigma, a process must reduce no more than 3.4 defects per million opportunities. A six sigma defect is defined as anything outside of customer specifications or customer requirements. An opportunity is defined as chance for nonconformance or not meeting the required specifications.
(www.ge.com). Six Sigma refers to system in business style with high flexibility to fix leadership and business performance. Six Sigma based on the best important practices and ideas that used a long time ago and finally create the new method to get success in the 21 centuries era.
Basically, Six Sigma is focused to answer the questions such as how to make customers satisfy, what are the critical factors for customer. If customers satisfy, they will be a loyal customer and give the financial profit.
According to Pande, Neuman and Cavanagh (2003) , Six Sigma is better than Total Quality Management because Six Sigma possible to overcome the weakness of total quality management. The strong points of using six sigma are :
1. Six Sigma is focused on process, recovery and measurement management into a part of management's daily responsibility.
2. There is awareness in the mind's manager that change is important for achieving continuously success. The Six Sigma uses this awareness so that success can be achieved.
3. Six Sigma try to keep the focus accurate, clear and specific by using fact and data wisely.
4. Six Sigma has clear purposes and help the organization to adapt the situation that always changes. The purpose can be achieved because six sigma focus on the way to find customer changing and customer requirements.
5. Six Sigma uses means and approaches in the proper situation. It means that company doesn't need to use deeply analysis if the situation doesn't need that.
6. Six Sigma helps company to create smoother, more effective and more efficient company by decreasing repeated job which is caused by miscommunications among every parties.
7. Six Sigma recognizes that a little recovery or a big changing is important in the business world.
8. There is a tight standard for the company that uses six sigma. They must follow the standard well and have no worry to give a big investment to meet the standard.
CUSTOMER ANALYSIS
The organization success depends on customer. Customer opinion is very important and it will be a useful input for organization. Organization must meet customer specifications and customer requirements. Therefore, they must identify all of customer specifications and requirements by doing some research methods such as costumer surveys, focus groups, service/complain data, warranty data and market research. Many excellent products or service failed because the organization didn't fulfill the customer specifications.
There are two types of quality. It includes basic quality and expected quality. Basic quality is quality that inherent in product. Expected quality is additional quality that is needed by customer in order to make customer satisfies. For the example, basic qualities that should be noticed from a car are its wheels, its windows, its chairs, and its doors. But it doesn't mean that customer will satisfy with the completed car. Customer will be satisfied if they receive other additional qualities such as after sales service as well as lower indent time. Basic quality doesn't sufficient to make customer satisfies.
Organization not only thinks for short time success but also for long time success. Therefore, they should identify customer changing, customer specifications and customer requirements continuously. It will be the basic for organization to create innovation. Innovation is the result of creative activities.
It makes organization ready to face customer changing and to achieve long term success.
After organizations have identified customer specifications and customer requirements, they should integrate them to internal process. It uses a means that called Quality Function Deployment (QFD). QFD is a structured methodology and mathematical tool used to identify and quantify customer requirements and translate them into key critical parameters. QFD supports Six Sigma because it shows the importance of design criteria and conflict between design criteria (ReVele,1999) . QFD helps to prioritize actions to improve the process or product to meet the customer requirements. QFD provides a structured approach to determine the product and service specification needed to satisfy key customer requirements. 
PROCESS ANALYSIS
A process can be defined as a set of ordered actions that lead to an output. In any business function, a goal is achieved through a process --paychecks are printed, orders are taken, employees are hired.
The processes are assembled as customer experience them, and they are measured as the customer 'feels' the process, not as the business decides to measure their own performance.
The GE Company define The Six Sigma as a highly disciplined process that helps us focus on developing and delivering near-perfect products and services. It means, an organization that achieves Six Sigma is required to have, at the most, 3.4 defects for every one million customer requirements.
Because the central idea behind Six Sigma is that if you can measure how many "defects" you have in a process, you can systematically figure out how to eliminate them and get as close to "zero defects" as possible.
The fundamental objective of the Six Sigma methodology is the implementation of a measurement-based strategy that focuses on process improvement and variation reduction through the application of Six Sigma improvement projects. This is accomplished through the use of two Six Sigma sub-methodologies: DMAIC and DMADV. Certainly, the process of implementing Six Sigma is a challenge for any organization. The implementation process introduces a huge time of adjustment which is one of the primary challenges of Six Sigma. Many of the Six Sigma organizational implementations that don't stick have to do with these companies not being fully committed to the process. Six Sigma strives to remove variability in all facets of an organization and challenges each member of the company to become committed to this culture. Six Sigma is much more than a way of removing flaws in the manufacturing process and the product. For Six Sigma companies, process improvement needs to be included in every business practice, including those jobs that are considered indirect labor or non-revenue producing.
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
It is important for the organization to analyze cost and benefit in a production process and a project. This analysis should be communicated to every party in organization. There are some methods that can be used in cost and benefit analysis, such as break point analysis and quality cost analysis.
Costs of Quality Analysis
Cost of Quality (CoQ) is all of the attributable to the production of quality that is not 100 % perfect. It also means as costs that are the difference between what can be expected from excellent performance and the current costs that exist. (Chase, et al., 1998) . It is good for the company to achieve 15 % -20 % costs of quality of every sales dollar. Crosby ( in Chase, et al., 1998) states that the correct costs for a well-run quality management program should be under 2,5 %. There are tree basic assumptions justify an analysis of the cost of quality:
1. That failures are caused 2. That prevention is cheaper 3. That performance can be measured CoQ includes prevention costs, appraisal costs, internal failure costs and external failure costs. Prevention costs are sum of all the costs that used to prevent defects before they happened and to prevent the events that are inappropriate with the future. Appraisal costs are sum of all the costs that are used to assess and control production in order to meet the customer requirements. Internal failure costs are sum of all costs that happened because of the defects of a product or service before it has been sent to the customer.
External Failure costs are sum of all costs that happened because of the defects of a product or service after it has been received by the customer. 
Break Even Point Analysis
Most of organizations use break even point analysis to determine how many units that can be sold to cover fixed costs and variable costs. Break even is the number of unit that must be sold in order to achieve the zero profit. Break even point analysis depends on the following variables : i) the fixed production costs of a product, ii) the variable production costs of a product, iii) the product's unit price, iv) projected sales. (www.connection.cwru.edu)
Because it is important for the organization to establish break even point, many organizations use break even point analysis, from a new business to a mature one. A new business usually predicts volume of gross sales before they establish break even point. Then, they assess how accurate the prediction and determine whether the organization is on the way to achieve profit or not. A mature business tries to lower break even point in order to increase profit.
There are many steps in analyzing break event point. They include: 1. Lower direct costs, which will raise the gross margin. Be more diligent about purchasing material, controlling inventory, or increasing the productivity of labor by more cost effective scheduling or adding more efficient technology.
2. Exercise cost controls on your fixed expense and lower the necessary total dollars. Be careful when cutting expenses with an overall plan in mind. Don't cut too deeply as well as too little and cause distress among workers.
3. Raise price. Most entrepreneurs are reluctant to raise price because they think that overall business will fall of. More often than not that doesn't happen unless they are in a very price sensitive market and if they really have already become volume driven. ( www.businesstown.com)
Although it is very important to establish break event point, we should remember that the goal of most organizations is to get profit, not only break event point. The company can accomplish a good bit:
1. They can allocate the sales and marketing effort to get them to the point they need to be.
2. Most companies have slow months, so if they project volume below break even, they can watch expenses to minimize losses. A few really bad months can wipe out a good bit of previous profit.
3. Knowing the elements of break even allows them to manage the costs to maximize the bottom line. (www.businesstown.com)
EMPLOYEE ANALYSIS
In business, employees are thought to be an essential and good component of all business processes. In the past, employees were hired for the physical effort; to push the product through operations either to the stockroom or for shipping. But today's is the increase of automation, computer network and other productivity tools make businesses need more informed and alerts employees.
The company's management has a duty to maximize the contribution of employee in terms of physical and intellectual productivity in order to bring out the best on the job every day at every job. It will challenge the employee to be more creative and innovative. To do so, the company's management has to effective job planning, incentives for extra efforts, recognition for prevention of problems and reward for innovations.
Many people like them jobs when they accomplished something in them. Sustained accomplishment is produced through continual learning like cross functional training, skill development and empowerment.
The continuous development of our employees' know-how is a prerequisite for reaching our quality goal with the Six Sigma-methodology. In addition, there are many employees who participate in special Six Sigma training and some who are given expert training in the respective Six Sigma tools and methods. Quality therefore has to be a matter of a personal attitude and discipline for each employee. Each quality improvement produces a benefit spiral. An improvement in quality brings about lower costs and increases productivity. Better quality and lower costs lead to increased market shares, ensure long-term business relationships and ultimately bring about improved development opportunities for our employees.
As employees go through Six Sigma training they earn belts, similar to those earned in the martial arts. These belts signify the employee's Six Sigma skill and knowledge.
Yellow belt:
The yellow belt is the starter level of Six Sigma. When an employee goes through yellow belt training they are taught the essentials of Six Sigma and discover how the process works. Yellow belt training normally takes one week to complete. Upon completion of yellow belt training, the employee can serve as an organizational leader in simple projects or support green and black belts in implementation of more complex projects. Because quality is the responsibility of every employee; Every employee must be involved, motivated and knowledgeable if we are to succeed.
Surveys reveal that employee's loyalty improves when they accomplish a lot; that happens when employees are intellectually challenged and recognized for their accomplishment. To implement the Six Sigma Business Scorecard and an appropriate strategy to improve profitability, people must be challenged and recognized. To empower people, five things must be done:
1. Define roles and match people appropriately to those roles 2. Delegate ownership of goals 3. Establish a framework for performance and accountability 4. Enable employees to develop or acquire necessary skills 5. Recognize employee's efforts as well as results Employees must clearly relate the consequences of marginal performance and the rewards of excellence. Leadership must create the sense of urgency to achieve results. Good companies maintain the same level of urgency in good as well as though economics times. Good work ethics motivate people to perform in a long-term way; incentives that are short-lived investigators do not (Gupta, 2004:98) . Gupta (2004:153) said that, the employee performance review is not necessarily a human resources management issue; instead, it is a process that must be aligned strategically to achieve the business objectives. It must be used dynamically to achieve business goals. Figure 3 shows how employee reviews can be linked to ongoing employee performance. 
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CONCLUSION
Six Sigma can be used to help organizations on developing and delivering products and services in order to meet customer satisfaction. By using Six Sigma in every part of production process and every party in organization, the defects of products or services will be no more than 3.4 defects per million opportunities.
To meet customer needs and expectations, organizations must use a measurable critical to satisfaction data, such as costumer surveys, focus groups, service/complain data, warranty data and market research. The data should be integrated to internal process by using Quality Function Costs of Quality and Break Event Point analysis are needed to support the using of Six Sigma in financial department. Cost of Quality (CoQ) is all of the attributable to the production of quality that is not 100 % perfect.
Break even is the number of unit that must be sold in order to achieve the zero profit.
